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Abstract: Alemtuzumab is an anti-CD52 monoclonal antibody, recently approved for the treatment of active, relapsing multiple sclerosis (MS). Administration of alemtuzumab causes a rapid and dramatic reduction in circulating lymphocytes, with a predictable subsequent pattern of immune reconstitution. Although the precise mode of action remains unclear, treatment results in a marked reduction in annualized relapse rates, slowing of disability progression compared with an active comparator, and may even cause disability reversal. Although conferring clear clinical benefits, alemtuzumab carries a significant long-term risk of autoimmune disease (AID), which has a particular predilection for the thyroid gland, although a wide range of other disorders have also been reported. However, risks of AID can usually be anticipated and treated successfully, provided rigorous monitoring and surveillance protocols are followed by clinicians and patients alike. Despite its immunosuppressive mechanism of action serious infections are rare and malignancies commonly associated with immunodeficiency have not been observed to date. Alemtuzumab’s unique mode of administration, as well as its durability of effect, provides an important addition to currently available therapeutic interventions for MS, and in particular is a valuable treatment option in recent onset and highly active relapsing disease.
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Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a common inflammatory, demyelinating disease of the central nervous system (CNS) with a worldwide prevalence of approximately 2.5 million and an estimated lifetime cost per individual of $2.2 million. Reported disease prevalence is gradually increasing and there is an urgent need for treatments which are both safe and efficacious. Genome-wide association studies have implicated genes involved in T-lymphocyte function and cell-mediated immunity in disease pathogenesis. The mode of action of currently available drugs has generally been targeted at these aspects of the immune system by modulating lymphocyte function, affecting lymphocyte trafficking, or depleting lymphocyte numbers. The main impact of these drugs has been directed toward markers of inflammation during the earlier relapsing phase of disease by reducing frequency of clinical relapse as well as surrogate radiological markers of inflammation. However, the long-term aspiration is that this strategy will also eventually result in the prevention of long-term disability progression. There is a now a steady stream of new drugs being licensed and approved for use in MS, but despite their demonstrable efficacy in reducing relapse rates and radiological indicators of disease, their effect on disease progression and disability has been less striking.

Alemtuzumab is an anti-CD52 humanized monoclonal antibody recently licensed for the treatment of active MS in the European Union, Canada, Australia, Brazil, Mexico, the UK, and was also approved for use in the US.
in November 2014 after a controversial initial rejection. Clinical trials have demonstrated superior efficacy against an active comparator (interferon beta-1a) and uniquely for drugs used in the treatment of MS, some data have shown a pattern of disability reversal. In this review, we aim to summarize the mechanism of action of alemtuzumab, its clinical efficacy and side effect profile and speculate on its role in the ever-expanding landscape of MS therapeutics.

Overview of pharmacology

Approximately 5% of the cell surface of lymphocytes is covered with CD52, a 12 amino acid glycosylated glycosylphosphatidylinositol-linked protein. Monocytes, macrophages, eosinophils, and NK cells also express CD52, albeit at lower levels, as well as epithelial cells lining the epididymis, vas deferens, and seminal vesicle. The function of CD52 is largely unknown but is thought to contribute to T-cell activation, migration, and the induction of regulatory T-cells. Hematopoietic precursors lack CD52, which is an important factor in allowing lymphocyte reconstitution following treatment.

Alemtuzumab was initially developed to treat fludarabine-resistant chronic lymphocytic leukemia but has also been utilized in other autoimmune disorders and transplantation. Alemtuzumab has complex pharmacokinetics but appears to undergo rapid initial clearance, which is dependent on peripheral lymphocyte load. Clearance of the drug is reduced with repeated administrations and antibodies can develop, which may become problematic after multiple doses. The use of SM3, a non-cell-binding variant given prior to treatment with alemtuzumab has been suggested as a potential solution to the problem of neutralizing antibodies but its use has yet to reach standard clinical practice.

Treatment with alemtuzumab results in a rapid and dramatic reduction in circulating lymphocytes, with a subsequent preferential reconstitution of the immune system. This is thought to occur as a result of antibody dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity. The rate of lymphocyte reconstitution varies amongst individuals but accelerated lymphocyte recovery is not thought to reliably predict disease activity. In particular, B-cells recover quickest (due to B-cell activating factor [BAFF]), followed by CD8+ and CD4+ T-lymphocytes. Interestingly, for a few months following treatment, regulatory CD4+ T-cells dominate the T-cell repertoire and it is thought this alteration to the inflammatory milieu is likely to be responsible for the improved long-term outcomes in patients treated with alemtuzumab, rather than the shorter term immunodeficiency. The paucity of opportunistic infections seen in treated patients would also appear to support this observation.

Clinical application

When used in the context of MS, alemtuzumab is administered intravenously at a dose of 12 mg/day (d) for 5 consecutive days, with a further 3-day course 12 months later. In order to negate the cytokine release effect of monoclonal antibody treatment, patients are preadministered with 1 g of intravenous methylprednisolone for the first 3 days of each treatment course. Within clinical trials, patients were retreated with a subsequent 3-day course of alemtuzumab if they experienced ≥1 protocol-defined relapse or ≥2 new or enlarging brain or spinal cord lesions. In clinical practice, retreatment with a further 3-day course is often applied if a clinical relapse or new radiological disease activity is observed, although the precise boundaries of relapse characteristics or other markers of disease activity which may prompt retreatment have yet to be defined.

Clinical efficacy

Early experience

The early experience of using alemtuzumab in MS not only led to its eventual availability as a therapeutic agent, but also provided useful information concerning overall disease pathogenesis. Its first use as a treatment in MS was in patients with progressive disease and despite an observed reduction in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) lesion load, these patients continued to accumulate disability, with increasing cerebral atrophy noted 7 years after treatment induction. Conversely, patients with relapsing disease were noted to have had a reduction in annualized relapse rates and improved disability. These observations led to the now well established theory that MS is characterized by an early, inflammatory demyelinating phase manifesting clinically as relapses, with a subsequent axonal, degenerative phase which is largely responsible for accumulation of longer term disability. It was therefore hypothesized that, in order to prevent or slow the inevitable migration from inflammation to neurodegeneration, patients would need early, effective and prompt treatment in order to suppress an otherwise perpetuating aberrant immune response. Two open-label studies based on this principle subsequently confirmed its beneficial effect on relapse rates and disability outcomes in relapsing MS patients who were treatment naïve or who had failed beta-interferon treatment.
Clinical trials (CAMMS223, CARE-MSI, and CARE-MSII)

Following the encouraging results of the early experience with alemtuzumab, one Phase II trial (CAMMS223) and two Phase III trials (CARE-MSI and CARE-MSII) were undertaken. CAMMS223 compared low- and high-dose alemtuzumab against an active comparator (high dose interferon beta-1a) in patients with early, active, relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) – the first time in MS drug trials that an active comparator had been employed. The subsequent Phase III trials investigated the use of alemtuzumab with relapsing MS in treatment naïve patients (CARE-MSI) and in those patients who had previously been treated with alternative disease modifying therapies (DMTs) (CARE-MSII). The main clinical outcomes and adverse events from these trials are summarized in Table 1.

CAMMS223

In CAMMS223, 334 patients with a diagnosis of RRMS according to the 2001 McDonald criteria, disease onset less than 36 months before screening, at least two clinical episodes during the previous 2 years, an expanded disability status score (EDSS) of 3.0 or less, and one or more enhancing lesions on MRI were included. Patients were randomized to either alemtuzumab 12 mg/d, alemtuzumab 24 mg/d, or high dose (44 µg) subcutaneous interferon beta-1a three times weekly.

Table 1: Clinical outcomes and adverse events of alemtuzumab treated patients in Phase II (CAMMS223) and Phase III (CARE-MSI and II) clinical trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAMMS223</th>
<th>CARE-MSI</th>
<th>CARE-MSII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All patients</td>
<td>(treatment-naïve)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of alemtuzumab treated patients</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up (years)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapse rate reduction</td>
<td>74 (P&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>55 (P&lt;0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(alemtuzumab vs interferon beta-1a), %</td>
<td>0.10 vs 0.36</td>
<td>0.18 vs 0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annualized relapse rate (alemtuzumab vs interferon beta-1a)</td>
<td>9 vs 26 (P&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>Improvement of 0.39 compared with deterioration of 0.38 on Interferon beta-1a (P&lt;0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% patients with 6-month SAD</td>
<td>Improvement of 0.17 compared with deterioration of 0.24 on interferon beta-1a (P&lt;0.0001)</td>
<td>No significant change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in mean EDSS from baseline</td>
<td>1 (ITP), 1 (myocardial infarction)</td>
<td>1 (RTA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths</td>
<td>1 (ITP), 1 (myocardial infarction)</td>
<td>1 (RTA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoimmunity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITP</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodpasture’s syndrome</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplasia (alemtuzumab vs interferon beta-1a), %</td>
<td>2.8 vs 0.9</td>
<td>0.5 vs 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Abbreviations: SAD, sustained accumulation of disability; RTA, road traffic accident; EDSS, expanded disability status score; ITP, idiopathic thrombocytopenia purpura.

Outcomes

The results from CAMMS223 were striking and showed alemtuzumab to be superior to interferon beta-1a in all outcome measures. In particular, pooling of the 12 and 24 mg alemtuzumab treatment groups, demonstrated a reduction in annualized relapse rates (ARR) of 74%, a reduction in the risk of sustained accumulation of disability (SAD; a ≥1-point increase in EDSS from baseline if baseline EDSS >0, or ≥1.5-point increase if baseline EDSS=0, persistent over a 6-month period) of 71%, and an improvement in mean EDSS score of 0.39 points at 36 months. This was in contrast to those patients receiving interferon beta-1a in whom the EDSS score worsened by 0.38 points over the same time period. Radiological outcomes were similarly impressive. Although all patients demonstrated a reduction in the volume of lesions on T2-weighted MRI, the reduction was more marked in the alemtuzumab groups, achieving significance at 12 and 24 months. However, no significant difference was observed at 36 months. Reduction in brain volume was also significantly less in the pooled alemtuzumab treatment group.

Further analysis of this cohort of patients over 5 years of follow-up has demonstrated that the improvements seen in EDSS persist up to this point, although this is largely achieved within the first 36 months. Additional post-hoc analysis exploring a new measure of disability; sustained reduction of disability (SRD; a reduction from baseline of
at least 1 EDSS point confirmed over 6 months for patients with a baseline EDSS \( \geq 2.0 \) demonstrated significantly more patients achieving this outcome in the alemtuzumab-treated group compared with patients given interferon beta-1a.49

**CARE-MSI and CARE-MSII**

The two Phase III trials, CARE-MSI and CARE-MSII were each performed over a study period of 2 years with the primary endpoints of annualized relapse rate and time to 6-month SAD. CARE-MSI and CARE-MSII involved treatment-naïve patients with RRMS and patients who had active disease despite conventional disease-modifying therapy respectively. Treatment-naïve patients in CARE-MSI were randomly assigned either alemtuzumab 12 mg/d for 5 consecutive days followed 12 months later by a further 3-day course, or SC interferon beta-1a 44 µg three times weekly.20 Patients in CARE-MSII received either 12 or 24 mg alemtuzumab or interferon beta-1a.19 One year after CARE-MSII commenced, patients were only randomized to alemtuzumab 12 mg or interferon beta-1a.19

**Outcomes**

As with the Phase II trial, CAMMS223, patients experienced a reduction in annualized relapse rate compared with the interferon beta-1a group, albeit at a more modest 55% reduction in CARE-MSI and 49% in CARE-MSII.19,20 As with the Phase II study, CARE-MSII also demonstrated a significant improvement in the EDSS score compared with interferon beta-1a (improvement of 0.17 compared with a deterioration of 0.24 in the interferon beta-1a group) and significantly less patients who had SAD (13% vs 21%). In addition, significantly more patients achieved a SRD (22% vs 9%) in the alemtuzumab group.19,20 However, significance was not achieved in the disability outcomes in CARE-MSI with an improvement in EDSS score from baseline observed in both treatment groups.20

Differences were also observed in MRI outcomes between the two groups with gadolinium enhancing lesions, change in brain parenchymal fraction and patients with new or enlarging T2 hyperintense lesions being significantly lower in the alemtuzumab group in both Phase III studies.19,20 Recently presented data suggests that these MRI outcomes have been maintained at 3-year follow-up in both the CARE-MSI and CARE-MSII studies.20

Similarly, in the 3-year follow up extension studies of the CARE-MS cohorts, the majority of patients (CARE-MSI: 64% and CARE-MSII: 55%) have remained free of MS disease activity.50 The 4-year follow-up of CARE-MSI and CARE MS-II has also demonstrated good durability, with the majority of patients not requiring further therapy in the 2-year extension period.51,52 In addition, a reduction in annualized relapse rates was maintained and the majority of patients (CARE-MSI: 83%, CARE-MSII: 76%) did not experience a 6-month SAD.53

**Long-term follow-up of open-label patients**

More recently further data has been published by the Cambridge group regarding long-term outcomes (median 7-year follow-up) of 87 patients treated with alemtuzumab from two previous open-label studies. This study used the same outcome measures for disability but also utilized an area under the curve (AUC) model. Six-month SAD and SRD were observed in 32.2% and 43.5% of patients respectively. AUC analysis demonstrated 59.8% of patients had experienced an overall improvement or stabilization of disability. Mean EDSS reduction over the course of the study was -0.2 (pre, 3.8; post, 3.6). As in previous studies, mean ARR was drastically reduced by 91%.54 Of note, over a third of this study cohort was considered to have failed previous DMTs although outcomes were the same in treatment-naïve and treatment-experienced patients. Our own regional cohort, with a mean follow-up of 5.5 years has demonstrated a similarly impressive reduction in ARR of 88%. However, in contrast to the Cambridge group, we have thus far been unable to confirm a reversal in disability (Table 2).55

**Adverse events**

**Autoimmune disease**

The principal longer term adverse event related to alemtuzumab use in MS patients has been that of novel autoimmune disease (AID). The thyroid gland appears to be the most common target but other conditions such as idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP), autoimmune hemolytic anemia, autoimmune neutropenia, and Goodpasture’s syndrome have also been recognized, although at much lower frequencies.10,19,20 It is not entirely understood why AID occurs following alemtuzumab therapy, although it has been suggested that it may be related to homeostatic T-cell proliferation after lymphocyte depletion.56 However, it does appear to be a largely disease-specific phenomenon since an increased frequency of autoimmune thyroid disease is not observed in patients with B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia. This would seem to suggest that there are specific factors associated with MS disease pathogenesis that play a role in AID expression in this context,57 and therefore may offer a unique insight into human autoimmunity.
In early studies, thyroid AID occurred in approximately 30% of patients.27,58 The subsequent clinical trials confirmed these rates with 23%, 18%, and 16% developing thyroid AID in CAMMS223, CARE-MSI, and CARE-MSII respectively.10,19,20 In a large, open-label, multicenter cohort of 248 patients, 17% of patients developed thyroid AID. In this group of patients 50% of AID occurred within 24 months of initial treatment. The risk of developing AID was unaffected by the cumulative dose, dosage interval, or dosage frequency suggesting that risk was acquired at the time of first treatment course.59 In the Cambridge open label long-term follow-up study, total AID occurred in 48% of treated patients with thyroid autoimmunity observed in 41% of patients. About 63% of these patients had Grave’s disease.54 Once again in this cohort, autoimmunity was not associated with the number of treatment cycles.54 Although these rates are higher than previously reported they probably reflect the longer follow-up time. Data available to date from the open-label extensions of the Phase III clinical trials also suggests that the safety profile does not appear to change with additional treatment courses.60,61

In addition to thyroid AID, other AID have been recognized. The second most common adverse AID, and perhaps the most concerning, has been ITP. CAMMS223 was suspended after three patients were diagnosed with ITP. One of these patients died of an intracerebral hemorrhage before an established diagnosis was made. Three further cases were diagnosed during the period of suspension.19 In the Phase III trials, the risk of developing ITP was approximately 1% within 2 years of treatment.19,20 In the large multicenter UK cohort, ITP was observed in 2% of patients59 and 3.5% in the Cambridge long-term follow-up cohort.54 Other forms of AID are rare but there have been four reported cases of glomerulonephritis secondary to anti-glomerular basement membrane antibodies (Goodpasture’s syndrome).20,43,62 In the future, those at risk of autoimmune adverse events may be able to be identified through the use of biomarkers, such as IL-21, which has been associated with the development of AID in one study, although technical difficulties have so far prevented further validation studies.63

Infections

Despite alemtuzumab having a profound effect on B- and T-cell populations, significant opportunistic infections are rarely seen. The reason for this is likely related to the relative preservation of the innate immune system and hematopoietic precursor cells in the bone marrow and thymus, and due to the fact that B- and T-lymphocyte populations are allowed to reconstitute in the months and years following infusion.26,64 In addition, the function of the remaining T- and B-lymphocytes is unimpaired and central memory, effector memory, and regulatory T-cells are depleted to a lesser extent than naïve T-cells, suggesting memory responses are unaffected by treatment.64

In data available from clinical trials, most infections were mild to moderate and responded to conventional therapies but were observed in 67%–77% patients in the Phase III trials receiving alemtuzumab at the 12 mg dose.19,20 The most common infections included nasopharyngitis, upper respiratory tract infections, urinary tract infections, herpes viral infections, sinusitis, and influenza.19,20 Spirochetal gingivitis, pyogenic granuloma, and listeria meningitis were the only infections observed in the open-label studies that may have been attributable to immunosuppression. All patients are now given dietary advice regarding listeria as the case of listeria meningitis occurred following ingestion of unpasteurized

| Table 2 Clinical outcomes and adverse events of alemtuzumab treated patients in two open-label cohorts |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| **Cambridge open-label long-term follow-up cohort**54 | **Cardiff regional cohort**45 |
| Patient number | 87 | 96 |
| Follow-up (years) | 7 (median) | 5 (mean) |
| Relapse rate reduction from baseline | 91% | 81% |
| % patients with 6-month SAD | 32 | Not analyzed |
| Change in mean EDSS from baseline | –0.2 | +0.44 |
| Deaths | 0 | 1 (cerebrovascular disease) |
| Autoimmunity | | |
| Thyroid | 41% | 31% |
| ITP | 3.5% | 3% |
| Goodpasture’s syndrome | 1 | 0 |
| Neoplasia | 0 (1 Castleman’s disease) | 2 (basal cell carcinoma, meningioma) |

**Abbreviations:** SAD, sustained accumulation of disability; EDSS, expanded disability status score; ITP, idiopathic thrombocytopenia purpura.
cheese. Herpes virus infections were the most commonly observed infections in the Cambridge open-label long-term follow-up cohort with 13% of patients experiencing reactivation of varicella zoster virus. However, this infection is now largely avoided by the administration of prophylactic oral aciclovir following infusion and pretreatment vaccination programs.

Malignancy

Once again, despite profound T-lymphocyte depletion, which might have been considered to increase risk of malignancy in patients treated with alemtuzumab, this has so far not been observed. Although some cases of malignancy did occur in alemtuzumab treated patients within the clinical trials, these studies were not powered in such a way as to detect small changes. Overall, in the Phase II trial malignancy was observed in 2.8% of patients taking the 24 mg dose and 0.9% of patients taking interferon beta-1a. In CARE-MSI and CARE-MSII (12 mg), malignancy rates for alemtuzumab vs interferon beta-1a treated patients were 0.5% vs 0% and 0.6% vs 1.5% respectively. Outside of clinical trials, one case of malignant melanoma and one case of Castleman’s disease (a prelymphomatous condition) have been observed. No further malignancies were observed in the Cambridge long-term open-label follow-up. However, because of the theoretical risk of cervical malignancy with T-lymphocyte depletion, it is the practice in our institution to ensure that female patients have had a recent cervical smear examination prior to treatment and to encourage continued engagement in locally available cervical screening programs in the longer term.

Pregnancy

Pregnancy outcomes in patients receiving alemtuzumab have so far been encouraging. In the Cambridge long-term follow-up study, 15 babies were born to 12 women (20% of females in the study). All deliveries and births were uncomplicated. The partner of one male patient suffered a miscarriage with a subsequent live birth diagnosed with a congenital heart defect. From our own experience in Cardiff there have been a total of 13 pregnancies in 12 female patients (18%). Two of these pregnancies resulted in miscarriage. No adverse childhood events have been reported to us (unpublished data). Although no consistent effects of alemtuzumab on fetal development have been observed thus far, the parent company recommends effective contraception during treatment and for 4 months following treatment.

Practical guidelines for use

Infusion related side effects are common, occurring in approximately 90% of patients and should be anticipated by the treating physician. Early use of alemtuzumab demonstrated that patients experience a transient worsening of preexisting symptoms or a recurrence of historical symptoms related to cytokine release, in particular TNF-α, IL-6, and IFN-γ. This was thought to occur by the direct effect of these cytokines on partially demyelinated pathways. The concomitant use of corticosteroids prior to infusion of alemtuzumab prevents this cytokine release and thus all patients receive intravenous methylprednisolone prior to treatment for the first three days of each treatment course. Other common infusion related side effects include headaches, pyrexia, and rash, which should be treated symptomatically with antihistamines and antipyretics. In response to the relatively common occurrence of herpetic infections, aciclovir at a dose of 200 mg BID is now given during treatment and for 1-month posttreatment. In their recent approval of alemtuzumab, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recommended that patients also receive varicella-zoster vaccination 6 weeks prior to treatment if they do not have anti-varicella antibodies present. However, it should also be noted that live vaccines are advised against following treatment, and immunization in the few weeks following alemtuzumab therapy may be ineffective.

As a result of the high incidence of adverse autoimmune events following infusion, the parent company also recommends rigorous monitoring of patients receiving alemtuzumab (Table 3). In particular, laboratory tests should be conducted at periodic intervals for 48 months following last treatment course. This includes complete blood count with differential (prior to treatment initiation and at monthly intervals thereafter), serum creatinine levels (prior to treatment initiation and at monthly intervals thereafter), urinalysis with microscopy (prior to treatment initiation and at monthly intervals thereafter), and thyroid function tests (prior to treatment initiation and every 3 months thereafter). The FDA also recommends skin examination at the start of treatment and yearly thereafter to monitor for melanoma. Physician and patient education regarding the identification of clinical features of adverse AID is also crucial in identifying adverse events early.

Place in therapy

Alemtuzumab has been shown to be effective in reducing relapse rates and to have an effect on disability progression.
but its role in a number of therapeutic strategies now available to clinicians is still to be fully established and is reflected in the variance in licensed indications internationally (Table 4). For example, in Europe and Australia, alemtuzumab is available for use in patients with “active disease defined by clinical or imaging features”.\(^{11,13}\) This is in contrast to the recent decision from the FDA who have now approved its use after initial rejection cautioning that it should be “reserved for patients who have had an inadequate response to two or more drugs indicated for the treatment of MS”\(^{17}\). Although award of a license in the US is encouraging, the trial data suggest that treatment is most efficacious when given early in the disease course. By adopting a strategy which dictates that patients should fail two drugs before commencing alemtuzumab, the “window of therapeutic opportunity”\(^{43}\) for effective control of disease over the longer term as well as future avoidance of fixed disability may be missed.

Despite its impressive efficacy, there is still uncertainty concerning retreatment after the initial standard treatment cycle (two treatment courses over 12 months). Should treatment continue indefinitely if the patient continues to relapse or has active radiological disease or should a new agent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring test</th>
<th>Monitoring interval</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete blood count</td>
<td>Prior to treatment initiation and at monthly intervals thereafter</td>
<td>For 48 months following last treatment course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum creatinine</td>
<td>Prior to treatment initiation and at monthly intervals thereafter</td>
<td>For 48 months following last treatment course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinalysis with microscopy</td>
<td>Prior to treatment initiation and at monthly intervals thereafter</td>
<td>For 48 months following last treatment course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid function tests</td>
<td>Prior to treatment initiation and every 3 months thereafter</td>
<td>For 48 months following last treatment course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin examination</td>
<td>Prior to treatment and yearly thereafter</td>
<td>No guidance on duration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Licensing agency</th>
<th>Date licensed</th>
<th>Indication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina(^{70})</td>
<td>National Administration of Drugs, Food and Medical Technology (ANMAT)</td>
<td>June 2014</td>
<td>Relapsing MS, Active disease defined by clinical or imaging features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia(^{13})</td>
<td>Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA)</td>
<td>December 2013</td>
<td>Relapsing MS, Active disease defined by clinical or imaging features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil(^{14})</td>
<td>National Health Surveillance Agency (ANVISA)</td>
<td>March 2014</td>
<td>Relapsing MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada(^{13})</td>
<td>Health Canada</td>
<td>December 2013</td>
<td>Relapsing-remitting MS, Active disease defined by clinical and imaging features plus an inadequate response to interferon beta or DMTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales(^{16})</td>
<td>National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)</td>
<td>April 2014</td>
<td>Active relapsing-remitting MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe(^{11})</td>
<td>European Medicines Agency (EMA)</td>
<td>September 2013</td>
<td>Relapsing-remitting MS, Active disease defined by clinical or imaging features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico(^{16})</td>
<td>Federal Commission for Protection against Sanitary Risks (COFEPRIS)</td>
<td>February 2014</td>
<td>Relapsing-remitting MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland(^{71})</td>
<td>Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC)</td>
<td>July 2014</td>
<td>Relapsing-remitting MS, Active disease defined by clinical or imaging features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA(^{17})</td>
<td>US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)</td>
<td>November 2014</td>
<td>Relapsing MS plus an inadequate response to two or more DMTs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** MS, multiple sclerosis; DMTs, disease modifying therapies.
be introduced, and if so which one? From the Cambridge long-term follow-up study, alemtuzumab appears to have a remarkably durable treatment effect with the majority (52%) only requiring the standard treatment cycle after a median 7-year follow-up, only 36% of patients receiving three, 8% four and 1 patient five cycles. It is unknown what effect further immunosuppression with agents such as natalizumab or the newer oral agents may have on efficacy or future adverse events and this will need to be further explored in future studies. With oral disease modifying agents now becoming widely available, patient choice may move away from standard injectable treatments. However, it is likely that alemtuzumab will be a popular choice for selected patients, especially those with aggressive relapsing disease and poor prognostic indicators. In contrast to standard DMTs, and indeed other monoclonal antibody therapies such as natalizumab, the standard two-treatment courses for alemtuzumab is convenient for patients who only need attend hospital for 8 days of treatment in a 12-month period. It may also have a particular role for those patients who are planning to become pregnant since patients are advised to use effective contraception for only 4 months after infusion.

Conclusion
Alemtuzumab is an efficacious treatment for active relapsing MS having been shown in robust clinical trials and against an active comparator to significantly reduce relapse rates, MRI outcomes and, at the very least, achieve some stabilization of disability progression in both treatment-naïve and treatment-experienced patients. Although autoimmune adverse events are common, our experience is that they are largely predictable and can be recognized and treated early with a robust surveillance and monitoring program, which may make practical use of this therapy more suited to the larger specialist MS clinical services.
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